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Sl Name Role

1 Kiruthika J Kumarasamy Coordinator

2 Mohan M Coordinator

Outcome

A web designing contest for students can have several outcomes:Skill Development: Participants enhance their web design skills by
creating websites based on the contest theme or requirements. They gain hands-on experience in HTML, CSS, and possibly other
technologies.Creativity and Innovation: Students showcase their creativity by designing unique and visually appealing websites. They
may experiment with layout, color schemes, typography, and interactive elements.Problem Solving: Contestants face design challenges
and learn to solve them effectively. They work on navigation, responsiveness, user experience, and other design aspects.Competition and
Recognition: Students compete against peers, motivating them to produce high-quality work. Winners receive recognition, certificates, or
prizes, boosting their confidence and resumes.Portfolio Enhancement: Contest entries can become valuable additions to students'
portfolios, showcasing their design abilities to potential employers or clients.

Event Summary

A poster, web, and meme designing contest for students offers a platform to showcase creativity and digital design skills. In the poster
category, participants craft visual representations of ideas, messages, or themes using imagery and typography. Web design involves
creating interactive and visually appealing websites, incorporating layout, color schemes, and user experience. Meme design challenges
students to capture humor, satire, or cultural references in a concise visual format.These contests encourage students to experiment with
design tools, enhance their graphic design expertise, and engage in artistic expression. They stimulate critical thinking as participants work
within specified guidelines to communicate effectively through visuals. Students learn to balance aesthetics, usability, and storytelling,
fostering a comprehensive understanding of design principles.Participation promotes healthy competition and recognition, with winners
earning accolades, certificates, or prizes. Constructive feedback from judges aids in refining design skills, helping participants identify
strengths and areas for growth. Moreover, these contests cultivate a sense of community, as students connect with peers who share their
passion for digital design. Ultimately, these events empower students with practical skills and an understanding of design's impact on
communication in the modern world.
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